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Colored LED strips - RGBW - cold white

Price 34.62 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 3 days

Number 928

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
Do you want to highlight specific items or spaces in your apartment? Are you looking for economical and durable solutions
that will allow you to achieve the best results? We cordially invite you to reach for the products available in our offer. RGBW
colored LED strip is one of our flagship products. The strip is equipped with 300 LEDs that provide clear light and ideally meet
the expectations and needs of all customers. By choosing our products, you will introduce a unique atmosphere to the interior.
We invite you to reach for our solutions.

RGBW LED strips 12V 5050 - Construction of the LED strip is based on a three-chip SMD LEDs. On this tape you will find LED
besides the traditional RGB LEDs SMD LEDs 5050 in color hot or cold (depending on the model of LED strip). Through the use
of alternating RGB LEDs and LED (MONO), we can get besides a full range of colorful hues as white in color with warm or cold.
To suitably adjust the RGBW LED strips also require appropriate controller. RGBW LED strip is mainly used for decorative
purposes.
RGBW LED strip can be used in the system FIBARO to cooperate with the controller RGBW.

LED strip with the option of both white, multicolor what is the best option among the strips of LEDs because it gives the most
space arrangement possibilities and build an atmosphere with light. A wide range of all the drivers really makes it easier. I
used to have the full option was to mount two strips. RGBW located all on one laminate, thanks to czipom and modules with
LEDs.

Even if now only imagine colors or just white in urządzanym interior, you should keep in mind that, for example. With the
change, eg. The equipment, you'll want to build a completely different style and atmosphere. Then we will not generate
additional renovation costs, they just start to use has not used LED lighting color variants.
When buying LED strip you have to reckon with the fact that it is a kind of supporting other types of lighting such. Lamps and
sconces above all, its main function is decorative. Through these two tasks is the expense profitable! The basic lighting option
- you have to buy a lot of tape and does not give it so great light general to be able to eg. Read with her book.

LEDs are durable - 35 thousand. hours of light, you can turn them on and off approx. 50 thousand. times by are Eko, because
rarely throw them away. In addition, LED technology saves energy through more efficient use of power consumption.

The color temperature of white defined as a cold, is preferred in spaces with modern design. Cool white is a shade similar to
that with which we associate whiteness as such. It is a distinctive color, emphasizing the illuminated objects. Recommended
as lighting places on the presentation which we depend, also outside the building.

TECHNICAL DATA SUBJECT 

Dimensions: 5000x12x2mm 
The possibility of shortening at 10cm 
Color: RGB + W 
Power: 14.4 W / m 
Voltage: 12V DC (direct current) 
Common anode (+) 
Number of LEDs SMD 5050 RGB (multi-color): 150LED 
Number of LEDs SMD 5050 warm white / cool white (depending on model): 150LED 
Standards: IP20
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This product has additional options:

Supply voltage: 12V , 24V
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